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Lecture 10 -- The Rūpa Analysis in the Yogacāra Tradition 

1. Abhidharmasamuccaya, Asanga tr. Xuan Zang; 大乗阿吡達磨論 , commentary by Sthiramati; 

Samyuktābhidharmaśāstra 雜阿比達磨論 tr. Xuan Zang Taisho 1606. 

 Rūpa has three meanings: 

a) material obstacle 質礙, 

b) manifestation of location 方所示現, 

c) alternation by touch 觸變. 

 The Buddha taught the existence of ten material bases only to break the notion of a real existing self 

and to break the clinging to phenomena 法執 dharmagraha. 

 The great elements produce two types of materiality: 

a) the tactile materiality, sparśtavya, like hardness, etc.,自類差別, they mix together; 

b) the derived materiality like sensitivities etc., do not mix (here in this system the great elements 

classified independent from the tactile rūpa, same as in Vasubandu’s Pañcaskandhaprakarana). 

 Rūpa phenomena are not produced by atoms (paramānu), but by seeds (bījas) in the store (ālāya) 

consciousness. Bīja here signifies activity. 

 There are fifteen kinds of rūpa; the four great elements, five sensitivities (prasādarūpa — indriyarūpa), 

five objects (gocararūpa) and the rūpa belonging to the dharmāyatāna). It is of five kinds:  

a) atoms,  

b) conglomeration of atoms (sanghāta),  

c) rūpa inducing a sensation 受所引色  — manifestation and non-manifestation (vijñapti and 

avijñapti rūpa),  

d) mental image 遍計所起色, pratibinba,  

e) rūpa produced by samādhi自在色. 

 All dharmāyatāna rūpas 法界色 are unreal. 

 Only the four elements and the indriya and gocara rūpas are real (from the conventional point of  

view), because they are experienced directly, without the intermediary of names. They are taught as 

real to abandon the clinging to an existing self. 

 The divisions of rūpa in terms of āyatānas and dhātus taught in order to abandon the clinging to a non-

changing self in the samskāras 不變行我. The compounded (samskrta) was taught to abandon the 

impermanent self, the non-compounded was thought to abandon the idea of an individual self 獨在我. 

 The aggregates 蘊, the āyatānas 處 and dhātus 界 were taught by the Buddha as being real (dravya sat, 

vastu 事, 物), objects of purification (vyavadāna), in order to abandon clinging to the self. When these 

objects become free from the outflow of impurities, they are real in highest sense (paramārtha),  

they become suchness (tathatā), if connected with the outflow of impurities (有漏法), they are 

samsāra. Paramārtha is established to abandon clinging to a pure self. 
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 All phenomena exist in samvrtti 世俗諦 only, the non-self nature of all objects is suchness 真如 — 法

無. The distinction between the object and subject (grahya 所取, grāhaka能取) was taught in order to 

abandon the idea of a self in objects (gocara ātman境界我). 

 If it is admitted that the mind is momentary, the rūpa must be momentary also, because the mind is  

it’s base.  

 The rūpa objects are composed of atoms, but atoms are without substance (自體). 

 The objects of knowledge are experienced without differentiation by the five kinds of sensual 

consciousness, with differentiation by mental consciousness. 

 When one sees colour with a distinction, it is the object of mental consciousness, the colour originally 

experienced has vanished already. 

2. Ālambanapariksā 所緣論, Dignāga陳那, commentary Dharmapāla, T1624, 5 觀所緣論釋, tr. 義淨. 

 When the mental consciousness arises the objects of the five sense consciousness disappears, it takes 

only a mental image as object. If the mental consciousness can experience the objects directly, the deaf 

can hear etc. 

 The objects of five kinds of sensual consciousness cannot exist separate from five faculties as 

Abhidharma claims. 

 There are no atoms outside consciousness. 

Q: If there are no atoms the five consciousness have no objects. 

A: Beings believe in mind in body, so they see the rūpa outside. 

Q: In that case rūpa and mind appear together, so how can it become an object? 

A: The activities of the five consciousnesses 五識現行 perfume the ālāya, which produces functions 

similar to their fruits 似自果功能, the five sensitivities can only be deduced (anumāna), in fact they 

present the objective aspects of the ālāya. 

 大乗白法: the five faculties (sensitivities) are of two kinds: 

a) existing in highest reality — the function of ālāya which gives rise to seven kinds of consciousness, 

b) the ālāya objective aspect 相分 — image (pratibimba). 

 The atoms cannot be a cause of five kinds of sensual consciousness. They are only reflections of the 

mental consciousness, just like in a dream. The hardness in colour is not an object of eye consciousness, 

similar with atoms. If hardness exists, it is the dominant cause (adhipatipratyaya) of eye consciousness 

not it’s objective cause (ālambanapratyaya). 

 Nor can conglomeration of atoms (sanghāta) because, they are just like second moon, which cannot 

produce another moon. Non-existing cannot produce a non-existing entity. That atoms conglomerate 

is not seen in objects like pots etc. If they did, conglomerate, the pots would be different from the 

conglomerations of atoms. 

 If atoms and pots are same, it must be experienced. 
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 The diversity of atoms is not real. The difference is in pots, not in atoms. There are no outer objects, 

only the inner rūpas appear as outer objects. 

 In other words the inner witnessing consciousness (svasamvitti 自證分) transforms into the subjective 

and objective parts of consciousness directed outside (外識見分, 相分), experienced by the mental 6 

consciousness. 

 No substance can become a base for consciousness. 

 Beings believe in mind in body, so they also see the rūpa as outside. 

 Objects are like reflections in the mirror. 有見分隨本質而變. The phenomena appearing to the five 

kinds of consciousness perfume the ālāya, which again produce effects.  

 The five faculties (eye, etc.) cannot be established by direct experience (pratyaksa) but are established 

by deduction (anumāna) only. 

 If atoms exist, the consciousness must have divisions in space (方位). All that has divisions exist in 

samvrtti only. (see 解捲論, etc., by Dignāga, T1620). 11 Kinds of rūpa are the nimitta bhāga相分 of 

the ālāya consciousness. All objects of experience are just transformations of consciousness in the  

form of objective aspect 自識所變相分。 

 The near causes are the seeds (bïjas in consciousness) — hetu pratyaya. 

 The intermediate cause (anantarapratyaya) is the previous aspect of appearance 前念現行. 

 The objective cause (ālambanapratyaya) is the objective aspect of the transformed consciousness. 

 The dominant cause (adhipatipratyaya) are the faculties and consciousness with it’s mental factors. 

3. Vasubandhu 親世; Vimśikā, tr. Xuan zang.com. kui ji T1590,1834. 唯識二十頌. 

 If the outer object exists, it must be unique or diverse, both are not possible. 

 The ten material bases (āyatāna) were taught by the Buddha to refute the idea of ātman, not to establish 

the existence of outer object. They are the transformations of consciousness 心所變. There is no real 

dharma with rūpa characteristics. The rūpa characteristics were taught to enter the domain of selfless 

phenomena 入法空. 

 The holding to the true existence of phenomena is based on the dichotomy between the existence and 

non-existence.  

 The rūpa phenomena appear stable, only due to vāsanas 習氣  — perfumations in the ālāya 

consciousness. (Samgrahaśāstra攝論; the consciousness of rūpa is responsible for confused cognition 

and holding to signs of objects.) 

 We remember colour, etc., by the previous experiences of the same. If no boundaries exist between 

colours, there cannot be progression in cognition.  

 With colour established as no object of eye, the cittamātratā — consciousness only, becomes 

established. 
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 If atoms have division in space, they are not atoms, and objects formed by them cannot have shadow. 

If atoms have no obstacles, all atoms must exist in one place. If they have no division, they cannot 

agglomerate. 

 If conglomerate of atoms (sanghāta) is an object of consciousness and has divisions in space, atoms 

cannot be established, neither individual nor combined. Atoms cannot be established in one place,  

nor in six directions. Without mind no essence can exist. Essences except the mind are all illusionary, 

without own characteristics (自體,自相). 

 The ālāya consciousness reveals all own characteristics of objects.  

 The consciousnesses arise from their own seeds, they are transformed into the likeness of objects,  

thus become outer and inner aspects 識從自種生, 似境相而轉, 為成內與外處. 

 Thus resultant consciousness can give rise to eye, etc. 

 The transforming consciousness 能變 is of two kinds: 

a) the cause 因: the nisyanda等流 of ālāya — present object 現行; 

b) the result 果: the seven active consciousnesses (pravrttivijñānas) — past seeds. 

 Without nimitta, no compounded phenomena exist, therefore the true arising of phenomena is illusion. 

4. Yogacārabhūmiśāstra 瑜伽師地論, taught by Maitreya, Tr. Xuan Zang, T1579. 

 Nirnaya prakarana 決擇, 思所成地; only the great elements 四大 are real, all other material phenomena 

are concepts (prajñapti). 

 The existing phenomena must be a base (vastu 物). 

 There are three bases, nãma, rūpa and cittaviprayuktasamskāras. 

 (In the Mahāyana teachings, non vastu (base) can also refer to all phenomena — madhyãmika). 

 The material conglomerates (sanghāta) has 14 bases (vastu); 4 great elements, 4 objects and tactile 

(sparśtavya), 5 faculties.  

 All inner and outer seeds of rūpa are based on the inner mind 內心 — ālāya, without the great  

elements the derived materiality cannot arise. Only that without division in space is real. All dharmas 

are divided from the point of view of the conventional truth to real and unreal.  

 (憨山; 百法論義; the great elements are originally not known, they became known due to views and 

clinging; due to clinging to body there is the notion of a person (pudgalagraha), due to clinging in 

general, there is the notion of a (true existing) dharma.) 

 YBŚ; manobhūmi 意地; the derived materiality is born from the great elements due to purusakāra 

karma 士夫業。  

 In gross materiality there are no atoms, it is composed of seeds (bījas). 

 The very nature of rūpa is breaking, therefore it cannot be the cause of breaking (生因非滅因). 

 In the path of Bodhisattva the impermanence is based on parikalpita 偏計所起, in the path of disciples, 

it is based on paratantra.  
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 The bodhisattvas by understanding the paratantra 依他起 as being signless (animitta) cut all the 

outflow of impurities into the mind (āśrāva). He understands all dharmas as essence less by nature in 

paratantra, and in highest sense in parinispanna 圓成. 

 (Sāndhinirmocanasūtra; The Bodhisattva practices samantha and vipaśyana on base of dharmas  

non-established in reality.) 

 The great elements and the derived materiality differ only because they are received by different 

faculties. 

 The atoms are based on analysis, not on essence. There is no essence (dravya 事) without the unreal 

vāsānas 習氣, which are in nature the truth of suffering. 

 There is no own nature of atoms, they are born of own seeds. 

 There are three kinds of continuity in rūpa phenomena: 

a) Nisyanda 等流, 

b) vipāka 異熟, 

c) supporting, nourishing 長養 

 YBŚ scroll 94; four factors nourish the great elements:  

a) prāna氣力, 

b) joy喜樂, 

c) attention to a pleasant object, 

d) stable perception with joy of concentrated attention 安住不壞. 

5. Vijñapptimātratāśāstra, 成唯識論, tr. Xuan Zang with commentary. 

 Verse 1 commentary; No atoms apart from consciousness. When consciousness manifests, it manifests 

always with a complete image. 

 Both rūpa with and without resistance (sapratigha, apratigha) is not composed of atoms. 

 The Buddha teaches the existence of rūpa for the sake of those who believe in reality of a massive 

rūpa, in order to reveal it’s unreal nature, to show atoms as the rūpa’s limit. 

 The seven active kinds of consciousness (pravrttivijñāna) and their mental factors use the objective 

factor of ālāya 相分 in the form of manifestation 現行. They exist from the relative point of view 

(samvrtti) forming the subjective 見分 and objective aspects in the form of seeds. (See the difference 

between the Dharmapāla and Sthiramati opinion, see the interpretation of 窺基 in 大乗法苑義林章). 

 The five material faculties are born of retribution 異熟生 due to defiled (sāśrāva) consciousness 識變

of two kinds: 

a) in accordance with real activity by cause and conditions — five consciousnesses and ālāya; 

b) due to imaginary dualistic differentiation (vikalpa 隨分別) — sixth and seventh consciousness. 

 Verse 17; vikalpa is of two kinds: 

a) the aggregates, etc., 

b) the self (essence) in persons and things. 
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 If atoms have resistance they are unreal like pots, etc. 

 If they have division in space (Sautrāntika view — a single atom cannot become an object) they are 

composed — unreal, and without division (Sarvāstivāda view), how will they compose? 

 The five sensitivities (prasādarūpa) are not objects of five consciousnesses directly perceived 

(pratyaksa), we know them because they give rise to consciousness. They are just functions of 

consciousnesses, not outside objects. 

Q: If five sensual consciousnesses have no base (material faculties), how can they take an object? 

A: By the process of consciousness transformation due to inner causes and conditions the colours and 

eyes etc. appear. The (ālāya) objective part 相分 is the base. The actively engaged consciousnesses 

arise due to the seeds in ālāya with objective and subjective parts 能變, 所變. 

 The images of consciousness (nimitta) are the far objects perceived by mental consciousness 疏所緣. 

 The sensual objects perceived by five consciousnesses are the near object (gocara) 親所緣 

 The three natures (parikalpita, paratantra, pariniśpanna) do not leave the mind, the rūpa is also of the 

three natures. 

 The objective and subjective aspect of experience 見分, 相分 according to some (Sthiramati) are based 

on sensation only, therefore are parikalpita reality, according to others (Dharmapāla) exist really,  

are paratantra. 

 The objective aspect of reality (gocara) is based in mind and thus must exist in the relative truth,  

the subjective aspect of experience 能變 is of two kinds: 

a) cause — ālāya 

b) the effect — mamas, manovijñāna and the phenomena. 


